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Anyone who does anything

to help a child in their life is 

 a hero to me.

- Fred Rogers
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NOTICES:
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We welcome all parents and students back

to our preschool as we operate on a new

normal basis, following the SOP guidelines

and maintaining the highest form of safety.

Thank you for your cooperation and support!
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Merdeka! Merdeka! Merdeka! August is the month of

patriotism for our kids in J&J. Although we have kids all

around the world but we share the spirit of one Malaysia

as we are united here as one family. We at J&J are

delighted to  experience the culture and tradition of

Malays, Chinese, Indians and others for this past 4 weeks

with exciting activities and event that took place in our

school. 

Diversity in something that is crucial for young learners

to adapt and experience so that we could bring unity by

respectively accept the deffernces among us in this

world. 

A message from Teacher Shini,
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As  educators, we are glad to bloom such beautiful platform for our children to

learn and experience on their own in our J&J family. Happy 63rd Independence

Day. Children and teachers in J&J had a great time together with lots of fun

activities in conjunction with Independence Day of Malaysia. We laughed, we

learnt, sang ample of Malaysian patriotism songs and had the chace to enjoy the

variety of Malaysian foods. One month isn't enough for us to try out all the different

traditions and beauty of Malaysian ethnics. August is a special month for Malaysia

and we are glad to be a part of it in celebrating 63 years of Independence.
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Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to
change the world. 
                 - Nelson Mandela

Congratulations to all our students!

3 Grace
 Vihas Ganesh

www.jjinternational.edu.my

August Star Students 

4 Joy
Mohib Raza

5 Gentleness
Sheerin Lim

5 Kindness
Matthias Wong

4 Peace
Anandhaa

6 Faith
Anishka Samantha

6 Goodness
Dominic Yew
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In conjunction with Malaysia's 63rd Independence Day,
we at J&J enjoyed learning about our country's culture

•  THEMATIC  MONTH  •

www.jjinternational.edu.my

"Sayangi Malaysia"
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3 GRACE 

Our 3 year old children had the chance
to create their very own Chinese

lantern, Indian lamp, Wau drawing as
well as the beloved Jalur Gemilang
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3 GRACE 

They also stamped out their own
batik designs and created their own
congkak drawing

Children  also learned number counting
in a fun and creative way
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4 JOY & 4 PEACE

They also learned about the
Chinese culture such as Chinese
chess, abacus and classical musical
instrument

They also learned how to write
Chinese calligraphy

The 4 year olds had the chance to do a
flower craft with the Jalur Gemilang as
the centre

They learned about x-ray and how
does a fish bone structure look like
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4 JOY & 4 PEACE

They learned to create a
model Mount Kinabalu,
the tallest mountain in

Malaysia

They created angklung, a
traditional Malay musical

instrument

The 4 year olds also
created dragon, a Chinese

mythical creature of
ancient times

They unleashed their
artistic side by creating a

batik painting using
candle wax

They learned the 'sh'
word. Sheep goes baaa!
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5 GENTLENESS
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The 5 year olds learned to color and
weaved a paper fish using the

anyaman technique

They created the traditional Indian lamp
which will light up the entire household

during Deepavali 

They also created a Jalur Gemilang badge
which they can proudly pin it up their

uniform
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5 GENTLENESS
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Most importantly at J&J, we always
strive to let children enjoy their

learning experience. 

Here they are learning about all the
days in the week in the form of a

clock

They also had some fun in playing
the lompat tali, a common Malay

traditional game played during past
time
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5 KINDNESS
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Also had a hands on activity with
anyaman

Using paper rolls, they created the tallest twin towers in the world, the Petronas Twin
Towers. They were all so proud with their end products!

They drew and colored an ancient
Chinese temple
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5 KINDNESS
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Creating the traditional Indian ornamentThey learned to match shapes on the
board with real physical shapes

They had a little brain activity too, counting
on numbers onwards and backwards

Learning about all the days in the week in
the form of a clock
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6 FAITH
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The 6 year olds created their very own Jalur
Gemilang in the form of a hand printed

shape

Unleasing their artistic nature, they also had
the chance to draw the traditional Indian art,

mehndi on a piece of paper

They also created a traditional Chinese
hat which farmers used to wear in

ancient times
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6 FAITH
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They also drew many different kinds of batik
patters and colored them with pretty colors,
exactly like how a real batik would look like

They also created the puppets used in
wayang kulit, a traditional form of puppet

play of the Malay culture

WAU! Yup, exactly how they expressed their
delight upon watching their wau creations

come to life
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6 GOODNESS
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They were very excited when it came to
coloring the various ethnic groups in

Malaysia alongside our very own Jalur
Gemilang

They also created Chinese paper fan out of
many shapes such as dragon and other

patterns

A creative way to learn Maths! Using pen and
paper is all boring. So they learned the 2
multiplication tables in the form of pizza

slices
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TODDLER TREE

Starting them from young, our cute little
toddlers were taught on the various

Malaysian patriotic songs 

They also unleashed their artistic side in
coloring the lantern using their very own

hands!

They made their own peacock using paper
cutting, arranging all the colors according to

their own creativity.



WELCOME TO OUR CIRCUS!!
(ENRICHMENT THEME)

Our Enrichment students
were great! 

First, they created their own
puppet stage and hosted a

spectacular stick puppet
performance. 

To go along with the show,
they also created their very

own popcorn snack!



Other activities that they had in their mini
circus were:

walking on slippers tied to ropes
throwing rings onto bottle targets
and throwing rags into pan targets

They also created using recycle
materials the 7th tallest tower in the

world, the KL Tower



Under the guidance of Teacher Mahes, they all had
the chance of testing out their culinary skills and
becoming a Junior Chef. They made kuih sagu, a

traditional Malay cuisine. Mmmmm yummy!

Junior Chef


